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About This Game

Welcome back the past with City Quest, a powerful love letter to the adventure games of yesteryear. Follow a simple farmer
boy as he tries to make a name for himself in the big city. Players can enjoy four storylines - Hobo, Mafia, Politician, and Lady
of the Night, each with their own unique cast of misfits to help you along the way (as well as several different endings for each).

Packed with often offensive and always absurd humor, this game will tickle the funnybone and anger the gods.

Key Features

Four storylines (Mafia, Politician, Hobo, Lady of the Night)

13 Districts

150+ Beautiful "High Resolution" Scenes

100+ NPCs to guide, distract, help, and occasionally kill you

Minigames and puzzles to stump and frustrate you

Dozens of brutal and hilarious deaths
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Title: City Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stone Monkey Studios
Publisher:
Stone Monkey Studios
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 2000/XP 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz or Equivalent

Memory: 256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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A fun little rhythm style fighting game where you wear down your enemies by blocking their attacks. Super reminiscent of old
school arcade screen to screen beat em ups.

The art style is sweet, sorta mad max meets outrun, and the music is really good as well.. Didn't like it. The Bejewel-esque fights
as you progressed through the game just got longer and tedious and the puzzle solving elements got more tedious as the game
droned on. The map controls were unintuitive and seemed like they were designed for a tablet device. Save your money for
something better.. currently (8\/17) unplayable, i just played the 1st level of this for recording, could not hit a poor single soul
on the street! the mouse sensitivity is out the window (too high) and there are no option to set it. you can easily pull a 180. also,
when you poo, the camera flips a 180 so you're pooing behind out and have to find the poor soul on earth. i would love to play
this, i know there's some creative protential, but the controls are out the window and there's no options. wtf?! how can you have
a game with no option!?. Great OST! Very true to the first set of song for zones 1-4. The drums in the background add a nice
touch to it.. Too many bad design decisions to get recommendation.... No access to the menus, clunky controls and overall lack
of polish. Did not really enjoy this one.
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I really liked it!
It wasn't as exiting as some of the other Sherlock Holmes games, because of the lack of murders, but the riddles and puzzles
were a LOT trickier than in the other games.
Unfortunatly, the endgame is mostly guesswork.
So not very much Mystery, but if you are a puzzle geek as I am then you are going to love it!. The gift that keeps giving. My
wife and I loved the Co op to the base game and enjoyed this dlc just as much. I appreciate the change in color scheme and
overall style to make it feel fesh.. Wow! Started as a fun little VR platformer, but really surprised how much depth and balance
there is to this gem. About 1/2 way through and am enjoying the variety of puzzles and action. Some better voice acting (or
positional effects for voices) would improve it a lot, but overall it's a lot more fun than expected.. Every day as a kid I would try
and sneak away my dad's laptop to play this game. My mom hated 8 year old me playing a gun game based entirely around
killing people, but their was something about it so appealing that I kept fighting to just play another level.
I have vivd memories of delving into a relaistic first person world on an adventrue in another world. I remember really feeling
like I was the soldier far away from home on a dangerous mission. Now I look at this game and the textures looks like someone
smeared cake on them. BHD defintiely shows its age, but holy♥♥♥♥♥♥its stilla great game.
It's not just nostolgia talking (though that is a lot majority of it)when I say this game is a minimalistic masterpiece. It's so simple
in the best way possible; no overly complex overlays or time consuming gun/weaponry settups like modern shooters. You pick
your level, you select your weapons, and BOOM you're in the game. There's a sight but that's it, no flashing screen or ding
whenyou kill an enemy. You just keep shooting til they stop moving. You get limited save checkpoints in missions too, so you
gotta pace it right and strategize.
SO yeah, I highly reccomend this game, especially if you vaguely remember it from the past. Even if not, it's a nice little relic to
look into and experience a great fps game.. Myst 5 is a strange game. It feels absolutely nothing like the previous myst games,
and seems more like a sequel to the spinoff game Uru. But that isn't exactly surprising, considering it is made from unused Uru
content. The story is extremely simple for a myst game and the ages (worlds) you explore lack almost any kind of interactivity.
Still, I found it very enjoyable. Myst 5 has a certain atmosphere that I've never really seen anywhere else. The music, the
graphics, the voice acting... Everything just goes together perfectly and makes the game an unforgttable experience. I
understand why people may think it's a dissapointing end to the series, I mean, if this wasn't in real time 3d, it would be
painfully obvious how much it's been dumbed down compared to the previous games.
Still, this is a subjective matter and personally I found it both very gripping and immersive. Would recommend it to anyone who
likes puzzle-adenture games. You don't even need to have played the previous myst games. Sure, if you have played them, you'll
understand certain refrences and appreciate the game even more, but it's not necessary. I played this before Riven, Myst 3 or
Myst 4 and I understood pretty much everything.
Anyway, final score: 9/10
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